Chemokine signaling via growth factor receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) regulates 13 development, differentiation, growth and disease implying that it is involved in a myriad of 14 cellular processes. A single RTK, for example the Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR), 15 is used repeatedly for a multitude of developmental programs. Quantitative differences in 16 magnitude and duration of RTK signaling can bring about different signaling outcomes. 17 Understanding this complex RTK signals requires real time visualization of the signal. To 18 visualize spatio-temporal signaling dynamics, a biosensor called SEnsitive Detection of 19 Activated Ras (SEDAR) was developed. It is a localization-based sensor that binds to activated 20 Ras directly downstream of the endogenous activated RTKs. This binding was reversible and 21 SEDAR expression did not cause any detectable perturbation of the endogenous signal. Using 22 SEDAR, endogenous guidance signaling was visualized during RTK mediated chemotaxis of 23 border cells in Drosophila ovary. SEDAR localized to both the leading and rear end of the 24 cluster but polarized at the leading edge of the cluster. Perturbation of RTKs that led to delays 25 in forward migration of the cluster correlated with loss of SEDAR polarization in the cluster. 26 Gliding or tumbling behavior of border cells was a directly related to the high or low 27 magnitude of SEDAR polarization respectively, in the leading cell showing that signal 28 polarization at the plasma membrane provided information for the migratory behavior. 29 Further, SEDAR localization to the plasma membrane detected EGFR mediated signaling in 30 five distinct developmental contexts. Hence SEDAR, a novel biosensor could be used as a 31 valuable tool to study the dynamics of endogenous Ras activation in real time downstream of 32 RTKs, in three-dimensional tissues, at an unprecedented spatial and temporal resolution. 33 34 Significance 35
Introduction
experiments and it was called SEDAR. 110 To validate SEDAR as a sensor for activated RTKs, we tested SEDAR localization in border cell A ratiometric method for robust detection of SEDAR in cells with irregular membrane 123 Membrane label marked the plasma membrane of the border cell cluster and the nurse cells, 124 introducing errors in the measurements hence neutral cytoplasmic marker, slbo-TurboRFP, 125 was co-expressed to demarcate the border cell clusters. Due to the polyploid nature of the 126 border cells, the expression pattern of SEDAR in different border cells varied ( Figure S1d could only detect signal upon PVR overexpression and was not sensitive enough to report the 143 subtle endogenous signal. This is the first observation of the endogenous RTK signaling. 144 Migration speed of the border cell clusters is sensitive to perturbation of RTK signal (26). 145 Expressing of SEDAR did not perturb this migration speed ( Figure S2b) showing that low levels 146 of endogenous guidance signal could be monitored in cells with irregular and dynamically 147 changing cells without disrupting it. 148 150 To test the specificity of SEDAR signal to guidance input provided by PVR and EGFR, both 151 receptors were simultaneously knocked down using RNAi (Figure 1f , (30). Expression of RNAi 152 disrupted SEDAR recruitment to the plasma membrane ( Figure S2c ). SEDAR localization index 153 was reduced below 1. As there was no preferential recruitment at the plasma membrane, if 154 the measurement method is accurate the polarization index should also be below 1. It was 155 measured to be 0.93 (±0.27). This result confirmed that SEDAR localization at the leading edge 156 of border cell cluster stringently depended on guidance signal provided by the RTKs. Thus, 157 SEDAR specifically detected subcellular signaling from endogenous guidance receptors during 158 invasive cell migration. 159 To validate that SEDAR detected signaling by Ras, two distinct RNAi construct targeting the 160 major Ras, Ras85D, were expressed individually with SEDAR. SEDAR intensity at the 161 membrane was not visible in RNAi expressing border cell clusters ( Figure S2c Figure S2e ). Together, it showed that SEDAR 167 localization at the leading edge specifically reported activation of Ras. 168 169 SEDAR visualized dynamics of RTK signaling during border cell migration 170 We next assayed SEDAR localization in real time. It showed a front localization compared to 171 the side of the same cell (Figure 2a, 2b) . Average signal over the entire outer membrane of 172 the border cell cluster was much lower and the bias was averaged out, serving as a control 173 ( Figure 2b ). SEDAR localization at the leading edge of the cluster showed a cyclic pattern of 174 increasing and decreasing signal, which was not observed at the side of the cell (Figure 2a , 2b, 175 Video S1), similar to that observed in migratory cells in tissue culture (31). 176 We assayed whether border cell behavior was directed by spatial activation of RTK within the 177 border cell clusters. Border cell migration was divided into early phase, until the border cells 178 reach 50% distance during the posterior migration and the late phase from 50% until they (Figure 4c (15) ). In cells overexpressing PVR labeled with total PVR antibody (marked with 274 arrow, Figure 4c (15), SEDAR localized to the plasma membrane whereas no preferential 275 localization was observed in cells not activating PVR within the same tissues (Figure 4c ). 276 Similarly, in cells overexpressing EGFR (as observed in EGFR antibody staining, Figure 4c 
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SEDAR localization was stringently dependent upon RTK and Ras activation
